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Question 1. 

Suppose that the equation re¥* — 2ye™* + 3ze7¥ = 1 defines z as an implicit function of x and y Pp 
. , OZ Oz 

y. Find an and Bag’ 

[10] 

Question 2. 

Find the local extreme values and the saddle points of the function f(x,y) = 4+2°+ y? — 3ay. 

[14] 

Question 3. 

Use the method of Lagrange multipliers to find the minimum and maximum values of the function 

f(z, y) = 2x? + y? +2, where x and y lie on the ellipse C' given by 2? + 4y? -4=0. [15] 

Question 4. 

Let F = (e*Iny)i+ (< + sin z) j+ (ycosz)k. 

a) Determine whether F is a conservative vector field. If it is, find a potential function for F. 

b) Evaluate {, F-dr, where C is the curve given by r(¢) = 2costi+2 sin tj+5k, where 0 < t < 2r. 

[19,5] 

Question 5. 

Let f be a differentiable function of x, y and z, and let F(z,y,z) = P(z,y,z)i+ Q(z, y,z)j+ 

R(x, y, z)k, where P, Q and R are differentiable functions of x, y and z. Prove that div(fF) = 

fdivF + F- Vf. 

[10] 
Question 6. 

Evaluate f, C zy* dS, where C is the upper half of the circle x? + y? = 16 in the counter clockwise 

direction. [9] 

Question 7. 

Use Green’s Theorem to evaluate ¢ y° dz — x° dy, where C is the positively oriented circle of 
Cc 

radius 2 centred at the origin. [10] 

Question 8. 

Evaluate the integral /I/ 8xyzdV over the box B = [2,3] x [1,2] x [0,1]. [8] 
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